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Who are we?

The Story

 Wishup is a startup founded back in 2015 by 2 motivated IIM

and IIT grads . They had a plan to offer to bridge the gap

between Business owners and subject matter experts, by

offering admin, executive, social media management and other

services to business owners and helping them to grow their

businesses. That idea grew into this organization we now know

as Wishup.



What do we do?

Wishup takes care of all those tasks that can keep a business

owner from achieving his goals. We are the ones completing

tasks that relate to our client's business which allows him to

make time for things that truly matter to clients business’

growth.



Who is a VA?

Communication skills

Technical expertise

Multi-tasking ability.

At Wishup, we undertake a comprehensive vetting process to find the most appropriate

and skilled talent for our clients. Before training them, we evaluate Virtual Assistants on

a number of parameters, including:

Only the top 2-3% of total applicants make the cut. Step up your game with skilled talent

at Wishup. So Congratulations to all of you.

Our VA's are rigorously trained individuals skilled in all the latest tools that help young

businesses grow.

Experienced - With a minimum of 2 years of work experience in a corporate setup or

equivalent experience.

Trained - Over 70+ tasks over a period of 3-4 weeks before assigning client's upon

demontated level of proficiency.

Shared Resources - VA's are assigned to more than one client, depending on the

bandwidth package chosen by the client and the type of the task client needs.

We hire our VA's who are



What is the role of a VA?

Segregate tasks at hand into task priorities and finish each task accordingly.

Master of Time Management.

Stay up to date with the latest trend and tools.

Understand and contribute towards client business.

Excellent communication skills.

Proactive and provide constant support.



Types of tasks

These tasks are of a

repetitive nature (Daily,

weekly, monthly) and no

reminders are provided

after assigning.

RECURRENT 

These are one-off jobs that

you may be asked to do. for

eg booking a ticket to a fair.

ONE TIME

These tasks need to be

completed as a priority. You

can pause the work of

another client as per need.

URGENT



Prioritizing the tasks.

URGENT RECURRENT ONE TIME

A VA needs to have a basic

understanding of comprehending

tasks priorities of clients and

deliver good quality work with a

time bound approach.



Sharing regular updates with client.

9 AM 

Good Morning, I have " Setting

up meeting with vendors" on

the top priority list for today,

then we have a feedback

session. Do you want any

changes to be made

VA

CAHAYA DEWI

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM

5 meetings has been set with

vendors, 1 vendor on the list is

not reachable for now.

6:30 PM - 7:00 PM

Good Morning, I have " Setting

up meeting with vendors" on

the top priority list for today,

then we have a feedback

session. Do you want any

changes to be made

Require CRM data for

customer emails.

Confirm flight timing.

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM

Metting set with all vendors.

VA

VA

VA



100%
Every VA is to retains

your clients, so they

hire you on a constant

basis

Be the problem solver

Client relationship and

retention.

 Quality Output

 Proactive

Empathy



Welcome to the team 

ACTION STEP 1


